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Paula scher bio

Paula Scher is perhaps the most persuasive visual artists on the planet. Portrayed as the "ace seer of the 
right away recognizable," Scher rides the line between mainstream society and compelling artwork in her 
work. Notable, keen, and available, her pictures have gone into the American vernacular. 

Scher has been an accomplice in the New York office of Pentagram since 1991. She started her 
profession as a workmanship chief during the 1970s and mid 80s, when her diverse way to deal with 
typography turned out to be exceptionally powerful. During the 1990s her milestone character for The 
Public Theater intertwined high and low into a completely new symbology for social foundations, and her 
new building coordinated efforts have reconsidered the metropolitan scene as a unique climate of 
dimensional visual communication. Her realistic characters for Citibank and Tiffany and Co. have become 
contextual investigations for the contemporary recovery of American brands.











Modern work

Shake shack was to create an identity with the graphics and typeface which is 
neutraface the graphics and green color was to show the environmentally and or 
eco friendly.

Citibank called 1.5 million dollar napkin it was a sketch done on a napkin to fit the 
consumer idea 

CNN logo was to red and white to show how powerful cable network 



1990s work

The public logo and work by paula scher was really a call to action when 
republicans threatened to not fund the arts the typeface used was with wood in 
order to promote theatrical work





Paul rand philosophy 

Subsequent to concentrating in New York City, Rand filled in as a workmanship chief for Esquire 
and Apparel Arts magazines from 1937 to 1941. As his work created, Rand acclimatized the way of 
thinking and visual jargon of European workmanship and plan, specifically that of the Bauhaus, 
Constructivism, Cubism, De Stijl, and Futurism.as a plan mastermind, a difficult solver and a 
business mind. His work embraced the way of thinking of holding both structure and capacity in 
what he makes. Magnificence and utility, as indicated by him was what a decent plan ought to 
impart.



Comparison to paula scher philosophy

“Her philosophy is that all that matters is how the user 
perceives the design. Whether the design takes seconds or 
months to come to fruition, all that is important is that the 
design is a success. Scher continues to design impressive 
works through Pentagram, where she has served as partner 
since 1991”. 



Sources

https://www.pentagram.com/work/shake-shack/story

https://nedwin.medium.com/the-1-5m-napkin-abd2702927d0

https://jaskiran195.tumblr.com/post/62051026716/paula-scher

https://www.pentagram.com/work/the-public-theater/story

https://www.pentagram.com/work/shake-shack/story
https://nedwin.medium.com/the-1-5m-napkin-abd2702927d0
https://jaskiran195.tumblr.com/post/62051026716/paula-scher

